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freedom. Free’s an amazing adjective to describe how I feel about this. I’m
excited. Exploding really. It’s been a few years since I was a free bird. I know
that the freedom of independence in the digital space is what I’m eternally
(and ontologically) searching for. The fever, the feelings, the metaphorical

freedom that I hoped that I’d one day indulge in was lost to the endless battles
with corporate zombies (at least that’s how I felt at the time). But, one thing I
know for sure is that the best way to get back to being a free bird is to work

for yourself (well, I hope so at least). Thankfully, I’ve found a few resources to
help me get to this point in my career and found myself in the arms of a huge
company called VigLink. I just had to share my experience with you. I’ve had
the pleasure of working with their team over the past few months (and they
are an awesome group of people) so this post is more of an overview of what

I’ve been working on, rather than an attempt to get a raise (although that
would be a nice side benefit). Viglink and the position I was offered I was

working full time at a NYC based web design agency when I was offered the
job at VigLink. I was originally excited about the position (mostly because my

code review was in the “meh” department) but, once I started, I started
wanting to ask them about something related to the job. What’s more, they
weren’t having any issues with it. I was given instructions, I was welcomed, I
was given links to their privacy policy, and my advisor was there to help me
figure out what I needed to learn. Yeah, I said advisor. The weird thing was

that I didn’t really care that my code review wasn’t in the high “wow”
category; it was in the “meh” category. I don’t mean that in a bad way at all.

In fact, I was thrilled that I was assigned to a project with a small scope. It
allowed me to 6d1f23a050
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